
Exterior Doors
Pet Panel Option
Fiberglass | Steel

The FREEDOM 
You and Your Pet 
Deserve.

��  Full size pre-hung unit 
with factory installed pet 
door* 

��  Weatherproof design 
tightly seals the Pet Door 
frame and resists water 
leakage 

��  Pet Doors feature 
internal strengthening 
ribs to ensure reliable 
performance for many 
years

��  Primed and ready to paint 

��  Prepainted doors in 9 
standard colors available 
(Special Order)

��  3 easy steps to measure 
for the right fit, see 
reverse

* Please note this unit does not meet  
Florida Building Code.

The Complete  
Pet Door Solution
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Choosing the Right Option
“Rise” is the height from the floor to the bottom of the flap in 
the pet door when installed in your door. In other words, it is  
the height your pet must step over to enter or exit the pet door. 
 

 
 
The pet door insert conveniently comes with the rise already 
calculated. If you have a short or small pet, select the 8" rise 
option. If your pet is tall or larger, select the 10-1/2" rise option.

Measuring for the Right Fit
 1.  It is ideal that the widest part of the pet is less than 10", 

not including fur, to easily fit through the width of the flap 
opening.

 2.  Take a height measurement from the top of the shoulders to 
the bottom of the chest or belly, whichever is the tallest part. 
Now, add two inches to the height measurement to determine 
if pet can easily fit through 16-1/2", the height of the flap 
opening. 

 
 
3.  Measure the withers from the top of the shoulders to the floor 

to determine which rise is the right option. Remember, the 
Pet Door insert’s rises are 8" or 10-1/2". Taking into account 
this measurement, the 8" rise is recommended for shorter 
pets with a 24-1/2" maximum withers measurement and the 
10-1/2" rise is for taller pets with a 27" maximum withers 
measurement.

Note: The Pet Door rise takes 
into account 3" to clear bottom 
reinforced edges of entry door.

Note: As a general rule of thumb, 
the shorter the rise the better. 
As pets age, they can develop 
arthritis making it more difficult 
to step over a high rise.

1. Width 2. Height 3. Withers

10-1/8" 
width

10-1/8" 
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16-1/2" 
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16-1/2" 
flap 
height

8" rise 10-1/2" rise

Pet Door Size & Measurement Guidelines


